
Mobile Technology in the 
Library

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are a few things people should be thinking about with mobile library technology. Ideas to keep in mind include: lowest common denominators amongst technology; usefulness in a mobile setting; ability to connect mobile-specific resources; and usefulness to your library (or institutution's) mission.



IF YOU'RE LOOKING AT THIS IN 2050

• 2009, 2010, & 2011 Horizon Reports both stress importance 
& increased usage of mobile devices in education.

• The 2010 Pew Report says the same thing.
• The ACRL Research Planning and Review Committee said 

the same thing in it's 2010 top-ten list of academic library 
trends

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Every good education conference will pound the Horizon Report into your head. Every good library conference will frequently remind you of the ACRL Top Ten Trends list



If This Document is New-ish While 
You're Looking At It

You've probably seen a lot of folks with mobile devices.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You likely don't need those reminders when you've most likely got first hand experience with seeing mobile devices put into use in your libraries.



How I'm Treating Mobile Devices

http://is.gd/AeBcd3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Of importance for this presentation: I will concede that there are different levels of mobility in devices, and for the sake of saving debate, I will say 1) Yes, the devices you're thinking of in you "But what about -" prepared statement are in fact able to be considered mobile, but that 2) the less silly you look carrying it, the more I will focus on it for this presentation.

http://is.gd/AeBcd3�


Do You Still Have These Policies?

shame on you.

http://is.gd/zjOMWj

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Also in a bit of presentation housekeeping, but primarily as a reminder, I recommend you do a sweep of your library's physical location, online policies, and official practices/procedures/policies.  The idea of not allowing a mobile phone or requiring that it be turned off is silly give their current capabilities. Anything that gives a patron the reason to question their right to use a device or inversely justify an employee unwilling to progress in punishing a device user should be eliminated. Because really, the only REAL concern is a noise issue, and you most certainly have a blanket "be quiet in the quiet areas" policy. Signage is already redundant enough, let's try to be minimalists with policy, too.

http://is.gd/zjOMWj�


You really want a mobile site.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I promise. At a basic level. Plenty of people are willing to charge you to make your OPAC mobile, but first and foremost, get a basic mobile website. If you choose to buy a mobile catalog, it will likely be packaged. There are free options, too, likely in your own tech department.I used to believe having a mobile page without a catalog was silly, but I now understand the importance of even the most basic things.
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Presentation Notes
And when I say mobile site, I actually mean site. Apps are fine and all, if they're using functionality unavailable in a normal web page, but unless you're using gyroscopes, possibly some video technology, or perhaps aspects of your camera, there are not a lot of benefits to an app instead of a website. That being said, mobile platforms like iOS allow users to create app-like icons by creating individual bookmark buttons. You can't deny that people like apps. I understand the desire for shiny buttons. But since you can fake it with bookmarking a website, there's not a lot of benefit to limiting your supported devices by creating an app.
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Presentation Notes
NCSU were developing their mobile platform (they did, create a companion app, by the way), and decided to look at what is on their website that they can actually use. By elimating non-essential information and links to non-mobile-friendly resources, they significantly reduced their content, becoming more useful for a smaller screen.Here's our website...
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...and here are the parts that are likely useful. By focusing on just the uncovered areas, I've shown what mobile-friendly resources we actually have/can make, and also what might just be superfluous.
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Presentation Notes
This was my ill-gotten first attempt. Congrats to myself on figuring out how to make the catalog work, but those resources are atrocious! It is almost entirely social media, and a lot of the basic information people want just isn't around. It does play to a common denominator, though, by being incredibly basic.



http://libanywhere.com/m/465

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is our new mobile page, provided by Libanywhere, the providers of a mobile catalog solution, and a subsidiary of LibraryThing/Bowker. Right here we've put the social media and ask-a-librarian options available there, LibGuides exists, hours and locations handles all of our contact information, and the library account allows for interaction that we couldn't previously provide when doing it ourselves.

http://libanywhere.com/m/465�


Catalog v. Catalog

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here's a comparison of the results. One thing currenly absent from the new version was a mini-map feature I created which shows users the call number range in which their book appears, as it would show up on our shelves (highlighted in orange). But as you can see, we've gained a lot by utilizing the new catalog. We have subjects listed, subject searching available, the ability to request items, bookmark items, perform multiple types of searches, click the author's name for an author search... frankly, it is worth giving up the map for.And if you're curious about the "lowest common denominator" idea: Even though the new catalog looks more fancy here, there are currently three versions optimized to reflect the user's connectivity speed and device ability.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
As mentioned before, mobile library services already exist. There's a mobile website for LibGuides, the research guide service; databases like JSTOR and EBSCO; and even video repositories like Alexander St. are beginning to create mobile versions of their collections.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many mobile apps for libraries, however, don't seem to get it. Yes, it's great to score an ePub reader/audio book device from Overdrive, the digital book lending service many libraries use. However the installation has always been clunky and getting to material you really want is extremely limited in either desktop or mobile.Nothing, though, is as infuriating as Accessmylibrary, the Gale mobile database solution. After an awkward process of validating your institutional credentials, you're then taken to a BEAUTIFUL application, which will eventually direct you to your desired database.... in its standard web layout. Creating a mobile framework just to link to non-mobile resources is complete and total rubbish.
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Presentation Notes
So what's the easiest solution? Get a discovery layer, particularly get Summon. There's a mobile component that searches all of your resources, catalog and database and digital collections, and delivers them to you in one, stable format. At that point you're no longer sending your patrons off to a dozen different resources.What's the price of this convenience? Obviously that depends on product and FTE, but expect a range of likely $20,000 to $40,000. Those guesses are based on quotes of area institutions and KC Metro academic institution FTEs.
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Presentation Notes
One way to augment resources you already have, as well as create others, is by implementing QR codes. Another lowest common denominator, QR codes only cost the paper to print them on, you can find free quality generators online, and can be scanned by anyone with a barcode scanning app and a camera. If you have a smartphone, you almost certainly have a barcode scanner.
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Presentation Notes
You'll find plenty of uses for these (promotional material on posters, providing links to the online journal by putting a QR code on the front of the new issues of physical journals, putting them on your name tag with contact info so students can get back to you, etc.), but we've decided to do a small bit of augmented reality. By putting QR Codes around campus, we'll be linking people back to historic pictures, student paper articles, and other resources all about what they're currently looking at. It'll be as informative and interesting as what is happening in this picture, but instead of a huge picture, we'll just have a labeled code on the door looking out to that view.
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Presentation Notes
That was an awful lot of talk about how your students and users can get a better experience out of the library with mobile devices, but they're useful for library staff and faculty as well. This is the garment collection we have at JCCC. It's been moved around to different locations, and in our attempts to photograph and catalog all of them, we hope to use iPads to do real-time inventory, decrease photo duplication, create in-photo session catalog updates, and take important notes regarding conditions/missing items/etc.
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In another project being started by my colleagues Judi Guzzy and Mike Frisbie, we'll be using mobile devices to run ShelfLister, a product that works for Voyager libraries. You put in a barcode or call number range for a section of books. It then returns a list of every book that should be on the shelf. You can report missing items, weed unused items, mark certain ones for repair or replacement, or add up the section's totals for comparison to other sections. Programs like this can guide collection and purchasing decisions.
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Presentation Notes
In addition to these projects, the idea of embedded and mobile librarianship have come up. By taking librarians away from the desk and seeking out patrons, using these devices allows us to be proactive in assisting patrons.
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Things I talked about

Old JCCCLib Mobile
LTFL JCCCLib Mobile
JCCC Libguides
Accessmylibrary
JSTOR mobile site
EBSCO mobile site
CONTENTdm API
Shelflister
Kaywa QR generator

Summon
Primo

http://staff.jccc.edu/bbaile14/mobile�
http://libanywhere.com/m/465�
http://jccc.libguides.com/mobile.php�
http://www.gale.cengage.com/apps/aml/CollegeStudent/�
http://mobile.jstor.org�
http://search.ebscohost.mobi/Community.aspx?authtype=ip&id=-10874808&ugt=723731863C4635273776355632053E6226E368D36013669366E324E337133503&return=y&IsMobile=Y�
http://www.contentdm.com/help6/custom/customize2.asp�
http://rocky.uta.edu/doran/shelflister/�
http://qrcode.kaywa.com�
http://www.serialssolutions.com/discovery/summon/�
http://www.exlibrisgroup.com/category/PrimoOverview�


And how could you EVER forget...

2011 Horizon Report (kinda big [pdf])

http://net.educause.edu/ir/library/pdf/HR2011.pdf�


Thanks, guys

Barry J. Bailey | Associate Professor & Digital Projects Librarian
Johnson County Community College

SIDLIT 2011
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